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by Richard H. Mattoon, senior economist and economic advisor
State governments have been noticeably absent in contributing to U.S. economic growth 
since the recession of 2008–09. Despite some recovery in tax revenues, many states 
are still reporting budget shortfalls and spending pressures for pensions and health care.
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worst­in­the­nation,­with­just­45%­of­its­In the current environment, it is often easiest to balance 
budgets through expedient cuts to spending in education 
and infrastructure, where the costs of underinvestment will 
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To close current budget gaps, states have enacted tax  
increases that peaked at $22.5 billion in 2010. However, most 




















































































A better way to monitor state and  
local budgets 
Robert­Inman,­University­of­Pennsylvania,­
concluded­the­conference­with­a­key-
note­address­on­constructing­a­better­
monitoring­system­for­assessing­state­and­
local­budget­performance.2­Inman­began­
by­suggesting­that­the­performance­of­
state­and­local­finances­is­important­
because­the­sector:­1)­is­an­important­
provider­of­public­goods­and­services;­
2)­is­a­significant­holder­of­household­
wealth­in­the­form­of­public­assets­and­
liabilities;­and­3)­is­a­potential­source­of­
financial­instability.­The­key­question­for­
analysts­is:­What­do­they­need­to­know­
to­see­a­default­coming?­To­help­answer­
this­question,­Inman­described­the­
Monitoring­Project­that­was­developed­
in­1976­to­examine­the­Philadelphia­city­
budget.­The­goal­is­to­define­the­state­
and­local­surplus­or­deficit,­where­the­
surplus­or­deficit­equals­current­revenues­
minus­current­spending.­However,­the­
components­of­revenue­and­spending­
in­the­project­are­much­broader­than­
in­many­common­definitions,­Inman­
explained.­Revenues­include­taxes,­fees,­
aid,­interest­earnings,­and­profits;­spend-
ing­includes­wages­and­benefits,­trans-
fers,­interest/principal,­and­depreciation.
Inman­suggested­this­form­of­financial­
accounting­would­enable­average­citizens­
to­see­how­much­money­is­being­retained­
in­the­government’s­public­purse.­The­
problem­is­that­assembling­these­data­
is­complicated­and­expensive,­and­­
the­process­likely­requires­an­outside­
monitor.­Inman­suggested­that­Federal­­
Reserve­economic­research­departments­
might­be­a­suitable­home­for­such­a­func-
tion.­He­concluded­with­a­possible­
project­outline­for­such­an­effort.­The­
monitor­would­develop­a­contempora-
neous­surplus/deficit­and­public­wealth­
measure­for­all­states­and­major­cities­
on­a­regular­basis­using­the­prescribed­
common­methodology.­These­results­
would­be­announced­to­the­public­and­
would­allow­for­more­accurate­assessment­
of­the­sector’s­financial­behavior.
Conclusion
State­budgets­appear­to­be­far­from­out­
of­the­woods.­Fiscal­stress­is­still­apparent,­
even­with­recent­improvements­in­state­
revenues.­However,­pinpointing­the­exact­
depth­of­the­problem­is­still­difficult­for­
analysts.­Budgets­lack­transparency­and­
are­often­difficult­to­compare­across­
states.­To­avoid­future­fiscal­mischief,­
systematic­monitoring­of­the­state­gov-
ernment­sector’s­finances­may­be­needed.­